Take Action in the Face of Fear

My biggest challenge is procrastination. I am currently unemployed, looking for a job, and the days just seem to get away from me and I don’t accomplish anything. Help!

One of the biggest challenges about time management for those who are unemployed, self-employed or self-directed, is the motivation to take action when faced with fear.

Procrastination is very often a result of fear of the result of what might or will happen when we take the action. Fear of interviewing or applying for a job - What if they don’t like me? What if I am rejected again? What if I get hired and I can’t really do the job? What if I don’t make their standards of performance? We aren’t used to identifying it because in business, we don’t often talk about emotions. The bottom line is fear, somewhere on the spectrum of concern to worry to anxiety to terror.

The usual response to fear is flight, fight or freeze. Most often, when the fear comes from within, we flee or freeze. We don’t usually fight against ourselves. We find something else to do, some other busyness to occupy our time, anything but the task we most need to do.

My best advice to the procrastinator is to ask the question “What am I afraid of?” and then tell a trusted advisor, your coach or a good friend what’s going on. They can help you walk through the fear by identifying it and the possible outcomes. Almost 95% of what we fear or worry about never comes to pass! When we know what we are avoiding and why, we can take simple, small steps to face it and accomplish our goals.

1) Name your fear - If I do this task, what I think will happen is....And then what will happen is..... And then what will happen is........- until you hit the bottom line fear

2) Do a reality check - What is the likelihood the last outcome will actually happen?
3) Do a resourcefulness check - And if it did happen, what would I do then?
4) Do a reference check - If it did happen, what would that really mean about me, if anything?
5) Check the past - Has that outcome ever happened before? What impact did it have in the bigger picture of my life?
6) Future pace three, five, ten years out - what impact would that outcome have on my life three, five, ten years from now? Would it truly make any difference?
7) Present time - What one simple action could I take right now that would move me out of apathy or inaction into taking control of the situation?
8) Do It!!!
9) Still in that energy of action and after successfully completing one step, make a list of what you need to do next and when you will do it.
10) Communicate that list to your coach, advisor or friend and set up accountability support for continuing to take action.

This process will move you into action and a sense of accomplishment, boosting your self-image and motivation. Many time management experts tell you to tackle the big steps first. I say take small steps first, establish a sense of accomplishment and success, which will feed a sense of momentum and power. Then you can face the fear with courage and confidence.
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